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CT.1  Rural Landscape Types 
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Dandenong Ranges Landscape Type 

Applies to development in the following Zones: LDRZ, RLZ, GWZ, GWAZ, RCZ, FZ.   

The Dandenong Ranges are the most prominent and substantial hills close to Melbourne, with dense 
forested scenery and intimate fern gullies that have attracted day trippers ever since white settlement.  
They provide an iconic backdrop to most long distance views across Melbourne’s eastern suburbs.  

Includes areas around Kalorama, Olinda, Ferny Creek, Kallista: refer to Volume 1 Map 1 for locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Dense forested landscape character 

Built form hidden amongst vegetation 
Urban and suburban landscaping (formal exotic garden 
design and fencing) 
Urban and suburban forms of development such as large 
scale buildings with large areas of hard surfaces  
Elements such formal exotic gardens, large paved or cleared 
areas which break the dominance of native vegetation across 
the landscape 
Larger dwellings often not designed to reflect topography 
Incremental loss of tall trees 
Buildings conspicuous in distant views of Dandenongs 
Light colours and reflective materials and finishes 

Preferred Character Statement 
The Dandenong Ranges will continue to be a forest-dominated environment in which large 
canopy trees and understorey flow with few interruptions across private and public land, 
including roadway reserves, providing a sense of enclosure.    
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Key Characteristics 

♦ An outlier of the Eastern Great Dividing Range that reaches 630m at Mt Dandenong, with a main 
ridge running north-south just beyond the eastern edge of Melbourne’s urban area.   

♦ Bounded to the west by the heavily treed eastern suburbs of Melbourne; gradually blending to the 
east into the rolling red soil horticultural landscape.   

♦ Dense forest dominated scenery on steep hillsides, including tall Mountain Ash and intimate fern 
tree gullies.   

♦ Accessible by means of a tourist road, the Puffing Billy tourist railway and an extensive network of 
walking tracks.   

♦ A large proportion of the Dandenong Ranges is National Park, but there are also extensive areas 
that have been subdivided for residential development.  Most residential areas are however well 
integrated into the forest environment, and are only apparent at close quarters.   

♦ Lot sizes are of a relatively fine grain generally between 1,000sq.m. (0.1ha) and 20,000sq.m (2ha). 

♦ Roads follow the contours of the landscape, winding around and cut into the side of Mt Dandenong.    

♦ Single and double storey dwellings are tucked into the landscape, often with split levels to 
accommodate the change in level.  Dwellings are sited amongst native bushland. 

♦ Architectural styles are varied however use of weatherboard cladding, and pitched roofs are 
common.  Many early buildings are of a vernacular architecture influenced by Californian Bungalow 
and ‘Chalet’ styles, constructed from the 1920s onwards, primarily with weatherboard and 
corrugated iron. 

♦ Views in the Dandenong Ranges are a combination of very enclosed views shortened by the dense 
vegetation (including the crown of tall trees meeting above roads creating a ‘tunnel effect’) and very 
long views framed by vegetation, off the mountain to Metro Melbourne or the Great Dividing Range.   

♦ Forest trees or large exotics extend into private gardens and roadway edges.   

♦ Roads are narrow, often without kerbs or channel treatments.  Footpaths and grassed nature strips 
are uncommon due to the lack of space.  The forest usually extends to the edge of the road.   

Design Guidelines 

♦ All ‘urban’ development should be at least partly hidden from public view behind forest vegetation.   

♦ Maintain the continuity and dominance of tree canopy on forested hillsides that are visible (including 
distant views) from areas of high public access, particularly on the eastern and western faces of the 
Ranges.   

♦ Use materials and finishes that harmonise with the surrounding bushland (ie non-reflective materials, 
muted colours, weatherboard or sheet cladding rather than heavy masonry or brick detailing).   

♦ Minimise the size and extent of signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ Minimise the visual impact of property entrances and driveways.   

♦ Maintain the flow of naturalistic vegetation across private gardens and public spaces, including road 
reserves, extending the forest character of the surrounds into adjoining private gardens and public 
domain landscaping.   

♦ Limit the extent of large paved surfaces, including yards, car parks, and roads, in both the private 
and public domain.   

♦ Disaggregate the massing of larger buildings and avoid excessive symmetry in plan or elevation of 
larger buildings.   

♦ Screen large developments, or developments with an unavoidably urban character or large amounts 
of hard surface, with large scale forest-style landscaping.   

♦ Adapt building footprints and levels to flow with and emphasise the attractive topography; minimise 
excavation.   

♦ Continue to plant extensively trees that will grow large.   
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♦ Ensure that adequate space is available on private land for the retention and planting of vegetation 

♦ Minimise excavation for car access loss of front garden space and dominance of access driveway 
and car storage.   

Avoid 

♦ Front boundary treatments that include urban- or suburban-style fences and landscaping.   

♦ Formal landscape design (eg geometrically aligned / spaced tree avenues or garden beds) and hard 
surfaces and hard edges in landscaping.   

♦ ‘Urbanising’ of street infrastructure where it may not be absolutely essential (eg concrete kerb + 
channel + footpath; roundabouts).   
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Red Soil Intensive Agricultural Landscape Type 

Applies to development in the following Zones: LDRZ, RLZ, GWZ, GWAZ, RCZ, FZ.   

The Red Soil Intensive Agricultural areas in the Shire are the intimate patchwork of intensively cultivated 
hills and vales that extend from the Silvan Reservoir to the Woori Yallock and Cockatoo Creeks 

Includes areas around Silvan, Wandin, Monbulk: refer to Volume 1 Map 1 for locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Scenic landscape with varying colours and textures, 

hills and vales 
Fine grain management of land units 
Many pockets of remnant vegetation 

Roadside retail development 
Urban and suburban styles of residential development (eg 
large scale buildings with large areas of hard surfaces, and 
formal exotic garden design and fencing) 
Extent of horticultural structures 
Gradual conversion to a ‘suburban’ built form through the 
conversion to hobby farms and construction of new dwellings 
Built form lining major roads 
Built form in prominent locations 
Loss of shelterbelts and native vegetation 

 

Preferred Character Statement 
The Red Soil Intensive Agricultural areas in the Shire will continue to provide an attractive, 
predominantly rural aspect of small scale cultivation interspersed with frequent shelterbelts 
when viewed from roads and other publicly accessible vantage points.  The landscape will 
remain a working agricultural landscape with built form and infrastructure related to the more 
intensive use of the land, carefully designed and sited to maintain attractive rural landscape. 
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Key Characteristics 

♦ A patchwork of small field enclosures with varying colours and textures, spread over an intimate 
sequence of hills and vales.   

♦ Bounded to the west by the native bushland of the Silvan Reservoir, to the east by the native 
bushland in the reserves of the Woori Yallock and Cockatoo Creeks.    

♦ The landscape is predominantly under cultivation as olive groves, apple orchards, vineyards, 
vegetable farms and flower farms, but there is remnant native bushland in creek valleys, shelterbelts 
and in stands on public land, and exotic trees and hedges in shelterbelts and in gardens.   

♦ Views to the Dandenong and Great Dividing Ranges.   

♦ Lot sizes are generally between 4 and 8ha, although many smaller areas are interspersed.   

♦ Roads wind through the rolling landscape with small areas of non-uniform grid subdivisions in flatter 
pockets.  

♦ Built form is largely limited to homesteads clustered with associated farm buildings, generally located 
some distance back from the road and partly screened by trees.    

♦ Some large sheds are located close to the road for the purpose of selling farm produce.   

♦ Another growing trend is the enclosing of farmland with greenhouses, igloos, hail, shade and pest 
netting, which are now are a prominent feature of the area.  In some instances, top soil has been 
permanently stripped beneath these structures.   

♦ Farmsteads are of a range of architectural styles and eras, beginning from the 1920 onwards.  The 
style and scale of these homes is comparable to their suburban counterparts of the same era.   

♦ The area has an enclosed feeling with views foreshortened by vegetation and the rolling topography.  
There are occasional long range views to the Dandenong and Great Dividing Ranges. 

♦ The boundaries between public and private domains are often demarcated by rural post and wire 
fencing or shelterbelts. 

Design Guidelines 

♦ Preserve the pattern of development dominated by cultivated land and trees with occasional clusters 
of buildings and infrastructure located away from roads and partially screened by vegetation.   

♦ Retain areas of remnant vegetation and streamside and roadside native plantings.   

♦ Locate new large scale farming infrastructure such as sheds and machinery as well as retail sales 
outlets with existing clusters of buildings and screen with vegetation.   

♦ Monitor the growth in the use of structures that cover cultivated land (eg greenhouses, igloos, hail, 
shade and pest netting) and consider seeking planning controls if the area of land affected becomes 
excessive.   

♦ Minimise the visual impact of property entrances and driveways.  Ensure that fencing and 
gateways/entrances are small and constructed of light materials in preference to large heavy 
structures. 

♦ Locate horticultural structures so that they are not visible from key points or screen with vegetation. 

♦ Encourage planting of native vegetation along waterways, screening buildings and structures and 
linking remnant stands of vegetation. 

Avoid 

♦ Locating buildings and infrastructure on prominent skylines.   

♦ Removing shelterbelts and hedgerows.   

♦ Large signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ Front boundary treatments that include urban- or suburban-style fences and landscaping.   

♦ Formal landscape design (eg geometrically aligned / spaced tree avenues or garden beds) and hard 
surfaces and hard edges in landscaping.   
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♦ ‘Urbanising’ of street infrastructure where it may not be absolutely essential (eg concrete kerb + 
channel + footpath; roundabouts).    

♦ Earthworks that remove option of future use of soil resource. 
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Rolling Agricultural / Bushy Agricultural Landscape Type 

Applies to development in the following Zones: LDRZ, RLZ, GWZ, GWAZ, RCZ, FZ.   

The Rolling Agricultural / Bushy Agricultural areas in the Shire are broad acres of pleasantly undulating 
land with mountain backdrop, partly forested, but mainly cultivated. 

Includes areas around Yellingbo, Seville, Hoddles Creek, Macclesfield, Gruyere, Warramate Hills and 
Dixons Creek: refer to Volume 1 Map 1  for locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Scenic landscape with undulating topography, a 

presence of native vegetation, and views to the 
backdrop of the Yarra Ranges 
Buildings are generally minor parts of the landscape 

Urban and suburban styles built form and garden design (eg 
large scale buildings with large areas of hard surfaces, and 
formal exotic garden design and fencing) 
Non-site responsive design 
Built form not integrated with the landscape 
Degraded vegetation particularly on roadsides and creek 
corridors 
Development of houses and sheds in prominent locations 
Excessive visitor accommodation structures in the landscape 
The conversion to hobby farms and rural residential 
developments, often with large, non-site responsive dwellings 
Dominance of horticultural structures in the landscape 
Built form and signage lining major road corridors 
Incremental loss of native vegetation 
 

Preferred Character Statement 
The Rolling Agricultural / Bushy Agricultural areas in the Shire will continue to provide a 
comparatively open and predominantly rural aspect when viewed from roads and other publicly 
accessible vantage points.  The presence of native vegetation will increase into the future. 
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Gently undulating land with mountain backdrop, partly forested, but mainly cultivated in relatively 
large field patterns.   

♦ The area is split into parts.  This type extends from the Open Valleys across Gruyere and the 
Warramate Hills, and from the Red Soil Intensive Agricultural Area east to meet with the Yarra 
Ranges Valleys landscape type, south of the Yarra River.  This type is also present as a large band 
separating the flatter open valleys from the steep forested public land of the Yarra Ranges, 
sweeping south-east from Steels Creek, Dixons Creek and Chum Creek, to the east of Healesville 
and buffered north of the Yarra River across Badger Creek, Mt Toolebewong and the Don Valley to 
end near Millgrove. 

♦ The primary land use is agricultural including pasture, vineyards horticulture (cropping, grape 
growing, olive growing) and some rural residential. 

♦ The area has a generally coarse grain of subdivision (albeit finer than the open valleys) with lot sizes 
generally between 10 and 20ha. 

♦ The road pattern is irregular, travelling across ridges or in valleys.  Lots are divided into an irregular 
grid network with natural features dividing land parcels.    

♦ Farmsteads are located generally away from major roads within properties boundaries often in 
clusters with farming buildings and part screened by trees.    

♦ There is some agricultural infrastructure such as greenhouses, igloos, hail, shade and pest netting.   

♦ There are a number of large farm sheds and buildings and infrastructure associated with 
winemaking present throughout the area. 

♦ Architecture in the area is from a range of styles and eras.  Farm houses are often large sprawling 
designs with rural design elements such as verandahs.   

♦ Views are commonly to a mid-range of rolling hills.  The Great Dividing Range is frequently 
silhouetted across the horizon.   

♦ Property boundaries are generally clearly demarcated by rural post and wire fencing or shelterbelts. 

Design Guidelines 

♦ Preserve the pattern of development that is dominated by pasture interspersed with remnant 
vegetation with occasional clusters of buildings and infrastructure located away from roads.   

♦ Retain areas of remnant vegetation and streamside and roadside native plantings.   

♦ Locate new large scale farming infrastructure such as sheds and machinery with existing clusters of 
buildings and screen with vegetation.   

♦ Locate retail sales outlets with existing clusters of buildings and screen with vegetation.   

♦ Monitor the growth in the use of structures that cover cultivated land (eg greenhouses, igloos, hail, 
shade and pest netting) and consider seeking planning controls if the area of land affected becomes 
excessive.   

♦ Minimise the visual impact of property entrances and driveways.   

♦ Site buildings within the topography and minimise earthworks.   

♦ Use siting, size, materials to enable buildings to be inconspicuous elements in landscape. 

♦ Encourage planting along property boundaries, roadsides and waterways. 

Avoid 

♦ Locating buildings and infrastructure on prominent skylines.   

♦ Removing shelterbelts and hedgerows.   

♦ Large signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ Front boundary treatments that include urban- or suburban-style fences and landscaping.   

♦ ‘Urbanising’ of street infrastructure where it may not be absolutely essential (eg concrete kerb + 
channel + footpath; roundabouts).     
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Open Valleys Landscape Type 

Applies to development in the following Zones: LDRZ, RLZ, GWZ, GWAZ, RCZ, FZ.   

The Open Valleys area of the Shire is pastoral plains with gentle topography centred around the Yarra 
River floodplain, bordered by the slopes and foothills of the adjoining Ranges. 

Includes areas around Yarra River Floodplain: refer to Volume 1 Map 1  for locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Long views to a low horizon 

Feeling of openness / spaciousness 
Urban and suburban styles built form and garden design (eg 
large scale buildings with large areas of hard surfaces, and 
formal exotic garden design and fencing) 
Highly degraded riparian areas 
Open landscape less able to accommodate development 
The development of houses and sheds in prominent locations 
Built form and signage lining major road corridors 
Loss of native vegetation 

 

Preferred Character Statement 
The Open Valleys area in the Shire will retain its open, rural aspect with views to distant ranges a 
key feature when viewed from roads and other publicly accessible vantage points.   
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Open pastoral plains with a ‘big sky’ feel and views to the blue grey silhouette of the Yarra Ranges, 
narrowing as the landscape closes in to the east.   

♦ Land is used primarily for broad acre pasture, with an increasing amount of horticulture and 
viticulture.   

♦ Centred around the Yarra River floodplain, bordered by the slopes and foothills of the Yarra Ranges.   

♦ The topography descends from the slopes at the foot of the Great Dividing Range to rolling 
topography then flattens out to a flood plain in parts.   

♦ The landscape is open with long views, with large open expanses of pasture divided by shelterbelts 
of conifers and significant native roadside bushland.  Some property boundaries defined by corridors 
of bushland.  Occasionally trees free standing in paddocks.   

♦ Occasional farmsteads (sometimes clustered with other farm buildings) located well back from the 
road and part screened by trees.   

♦ The grain of subdivision is very coarse, with lot sizes generally between 20 and 60 ha. 

♦ There are some remnant stands of native bushland, especially closer to the foothills.  Flood plains 
are generally pasture and denuded of bushes and trees.  Depleted riparian vegetation along rivers 
and wetlands. 

♦ There is a landscape edge to the forested slopes of the Yarra Ranges.    

♦ Roads and shelterbelts are draped across the landscape in a broad grid pattern, which is highly 
altered as the topography undulates toward the Yarra Ranges.  

♦ Older homesteads are typically located on the valley floor, but many newer homes, typically much 
larger, sometimes two storeys, are built higher on hill slopes to take advantage of views.   

♦ Architectural styles vary however there are a number of large ‘long and low’ ranch style reproduction 
Federation style dwellings.   

Design Guidelines 

♦ Retain the sense of openness and space in the landscape, with buildings subservient to this quality.   

♦ Retain the visual dominance of distant views to the ranges. 

♦ Preserve the pattern of development with occasional clusters of buildings and infrastructure located 
well away from roads.   

♦ Retain areas of remnant vegetation and streamside and roadside native plantings.   

♦ Locate new large scale farming infrastructure such as sheds and machinery as well as retail sales 
outlets with existing clusters of buildings and screen with vegetation.   

♦ Minimise the visual impact of property entrances and driveways.     

Avoid 

♦ Locating buildings and infrastructure on prominent skylines and within prominent sight of roads.   

♦ Removing shelterbelts and hedgerows.   

♦ Large signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ ‘Urbanising’ of street infrastructure where it may not be absolutely essential (eg concrete kerb + 
channel + footpath; roundabouts).     
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Yarra Ranges Valleys Landscape Type 

Applies to development in the following Zones: LDRZ, RLZ, GWZ, GWAZ, RCZ, FZ.   

The Yarra Ranges Valleys in the Shire extend along the valley floors of the Yarra River and Little Yarra 
River, enclosed by long steep forested slopes.  The area is largely undeveloped with a range of rural / 
pastoral uses and large stands of remnant native vegetation. 

Includes areas around Woods Point Road, Yarra Junction-Noojee Road: refer to Volume 1 Map 1  for 
locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Dense native vegetation and tall trees 

Visual dominance of forested ranges 
Development extending in ribbons along the highway 
Urban and suburban forms of development such as large 
scale buildings with large areas of hard surfaces 
Dominance of horticultural structures 
Loss of native vegetation 

 

Preferred Character Statement 
The Yarra Ranges Valleys in the Shire will retain their dense native vegetation and tall trees, 
providing a rural landscape with a strong sense of enclosure and occasional views to the nearby 
ranges.   
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Valley floors of the Yarra River and Little Yarra River, enclosed by long steep forested slopes.   

♦ The Yarra and Little Yarra Rivers are prominent features of the area.   

♦ The valley floor is undulating with some flatter areas. Enclosed by forested mountains and long 
steep slopes merging into foothills.   

♦ The area is largely undeveloped with a range of rural / pastoral uses and large stands of remnant 
native vegetation.   

♦ The primary land use is rural living or pasture.  There are some uses associated with forestry and 
orchards in the Little Yarra Valley. 

♦ The landscape is a corridor with the highways forming a spine.   

♦ The built form is characterised by farm houses set in open paddocks, dwellings sited on sloping land 
amongst the trees and in dense native bushland, and occasional small settlements. 

♦ There is a medium grain of subdivision with lot sizes are generally between 5 and 10ha. 

♦ Architecture includes a range of styles from the 1920s onwards.  Newer styles include long and low 
‘ranch’ styles, vertical timber and flat roof ‘modern’ styles.   

♦ The area is bushy with dense tall native forest spreading from the ranges down into the valley 
across private land.  Parts of the valley floor have been cleared, and there are occasional exotic 
gardens and trees.   

♦ In cleared areas, or areas with exotic gardens the native bushland of the slopes of the Yarra Ranges 
form a landscape edge. 

♦ The area has an enclosed feeling with tall trees by the roadside and winding roads.  The area has a 
consistent backdrop of the towering ranges. 

♦ The distinction between public and private domains is often blurred as the landscape extends over 
boundaries and fencing is often low and transparent or not present. 

Design Guidelines 

♦ Buildings should be subordinate visually to the rural farm landscape.   

♦ Use materials and finishes that harmonise with the surrounding bushland (ie non-reflective materials, 
muted colours, weatherboard or sheet cladding rather than heavy masonry or brick detailing).   

♦ Minimise the size and extent of signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ Minimise the visual impact of property entrances and driveways.   

♦ Maintain the flow of naturalistic vegetation across private gardens and public spaces, including road 
reserves, extending the forest character of the surrounds into adjoining private gardens and public 
domain landscaping.   

♦ Limit the extent of large paved surfaces, including yards, car parks, and roads, in both the private 
and public domain.   

♦ Screen large developments, or developments with an unavoidably urban character or large amounts 
of hard surface, with large scale forest-style landscaping.   

♦ Adapt building footprints and levels to flow with and emphasise the attractive topography; minimise 
excavation.   

♦ Continue to plant extensively trees that will grow large, especially along property boundaries, 
roadsides and waterways.   

♦ Ensure that adequate space is available on private land for the retention and planting of vegetation 

♦ Minimise excavation for car access loss of front garden space and dominance of access driveway 
and car storage.   

Avoid 

♦ ‘Urbanising’ of street infrastructure where it may not be absolutely essential (eg concrete kerb + 
channel + footpath; roundabouts).  
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CT.2  Business & Commercial Area Types 
(Metropolitan Area) 
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Street Based Activity Centres 

Applies to development in the following Zones: B1Z and other Business Zones.   

Street Based Activity Centres form part of the street-based urban structure of the Shire’s metropolitan 
area.  In the Business Core, buildings and activities front directly onto traditional streets (roadways with 
footpaths) that link directly to adjoining residential areas.   

Locations include the business cores of Lilydale (Major Activity Centre: street-based); Neighbourhood 
Activity Centres: Belgrave, Belgrave South, Montrose, Mooroolbark, Mt Evelyn, Tecoma and Upwey: 
refer to Volume 1 Map 1  for locations.   

Excludes the Business Zoned areas of Dandenong Ranges Hamlet Centres and Smaller Rural 
Settlement Centres (see below).   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Centres are physically integrated with their local 

communities, and readily accessible on foot 
It isn’t usually necessary to drive from one part of 
the centre to another 
Most are distinctive and a key to local identity 

Excessive advertising and uncoordinated signage 
Poor amenity and safety for pedestrians 
Poor quality and inconsistent buildings / developments in 
some locations 
New mall developments internalising and privatising public 
space. 
Developments fronting blank facades to the street  
Developments breaking the continuity of built form with large 
areas of grade level car parking in the front setback. 
 

Preferred Character Statement 
Street Based Activity Centres in the Shire will be distinctive for their fine grain built form, with 
ground floor activity fronting traditional streets, and pedestrian activity concentrated along these 
streets.  The centres will connect directly to surrounding residential areas via routes that provide 
a pleasant and safe pedestrian environment.  A backdrop of vegetation will be visible behind the 
centre, and views of the surrounding hills will be seen from numerous vantage points in public 
spaces.   
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Shops, commercial, community and other service uses fronting directly onto streets that are integral 
to the street network of the suburb.   

♦ The core of the centre is generally a row of shops, with window displays and entrances fronting 
directly onto the footpath.   

♦ The subdivision pattern is mostly fine grain, single fronted with long, narrow lots.   

♦ Most parking is on street, directly in front of shops or in surrounding streets, sometimes in the form 
of angle parking.  Where there is off-street parking, it is generally located behind or to one side of 
the shops, not in front.   

♦ Buildings tend to be low in scale (usually single storey), simple functional buildings with no 
discernible architectural style, often with a verandah over the footpath and a parapet façade.   

♦ Continuous rows of verandahs provide a dominating and unifying built form theme in many centres, 
emphasised by the contrast between light and shade.  [Some historic buildings, such as banks, 
hotels and post offices, traditionally lack verandahs.] 

♦ Some centres have buildings that are valued as local landmarks for their architectural character or 
past association, such as a bank, a hotel, a station building or a post office.   

♦ Some centres incorporate large uses with self-contained car parking, such as a supermarket.  Often 
these are located off the main strip, set well back from the street behind substantial car parks, in 
contrast to the prevailing urban structure.   

♦ Most centres are set in flat topography, but a backdrop of hills is often visible behind the built form.  
Similarly, most centres lack consistent street tree planting, but a backdrop of trees is often visible 
above and behind the built form.  These characteristics distinguish Yarra Ranges’ activity centres 
from many others in metropolitan Melbourne, and provide a distinct sense of place.   

♦ The streets on which the centre is based often link directly into the adjoining residential street 
network.   

Design Guidelines 

The Design Guidelines for Dandenong Ranges Hamlet Centres and Centres of Smaller Rural 
Settlements (below) take precedence over these Design Guidelines.   

Additional Design Guidelines for Large Rural Township Activity Centre Business Cores can be found 
below.  These supplement and should be read in conjunction with the Street Based Activity Centres 
guidelines.   

♦ Locate the main frontages and entrances of new developments on the street system rather than in 
internalised mall developments. 

♦ Provide continuous weather protection in the retail core. 

♦ Maintain continuous frontages of built form and activity to streets that form part of the main 
pedestrian network, including links to surrounding residential areas. 

♦ Reconnect and reorient internalised mall developments with the existing street network by bringing 
development out to the streets. 

♦ Link the siting, scale and design of infill development to its urban context.   

♦ Retain and enhance the focus on public transport. 

♦ Encourage a vertical mix of uses, eg shop top housing or offices over shops. 

♦ Encourage the replacement of grade level car parking with developments that incorporate car 
parking in decks behind hidden behind built form or underground. 

♦ Retain buildings important to the character of the centre. 

♦ Retain views of backdrop hills and vegetation from public spaces. 

♦ Extend tree planting and other vegetation to provide corridors of green that intersperse or pass 
through the centre. 

♦ Provide safe crossing points along pedestrian desire-lines. 
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♦ Ensure that street facades in core retail areas are ‘active’, meaning that they are: 
− Designed to include clear glazing at the lower levels that allows a visual connection between the 

building occupants and people on the street. 
− Entrances are accessed directly from principal street spaces. 

♦ Encourage footpath cafes. 

♦ Articulate building facades throughout the City Centre with design treatments such as: well 
considered placement of doors and windows,  
− Variations in surface texture, colours or materials. 
− Inclusion of balconies or terraces in the upper levels that overlook the street space. 
− Avoiding large expanses of blank walls, particularly at street level.  Ensuring that buildings on 

corner sites are designed to address both street frontages. 
− Avoiding reflective glazing to the exterior of buildings. 

♦ Maintain existing horizontal or vertical design rhythms in the streetscape, where these are dominant 
features, through design treatments such as: 
− Referencing the established roof or parapet heights of adjoining buildings, where this is a 

consistent feature in the streetscape, in the design of a new facade. 
− Maintaining the existing ‘fine grain’ appearance of narrow shop fronts within the core retail areas 

by providing vertical articulation in wide building frontages. 
− Providing well articulated facades to larger scale buildings on wider allotments. 

♦ Require that crossovers, garages or car park entrances are kept to a minimum width and do not 
dominate the street frontage of a building. 

♦ Provide continuous weather protection along key retail streets by providing verandahs or canopies 

Avoid 

♦ Extensive areas of grade level car park separating the centre from surrounding uses. 

♦ Off-street car parking located between the building and the street. 

♦ Obscuring views to backdrop vegetation or hills. 

♦ Bland, boxy, unarticulated building forms.   

♦ Buildings dominated by corporate/advertising colours or signage. 
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Mall or Big Box Based Activity Centres 

Applies to development in the following Zones: B1Z and other Business Zones.   

Mall or Big Box Based Activity Centres are shopping mall or ‘big box’ based, usually located along major 
highways, in which the built form is typically separated from the street system by off-street car parking, 
and in which pedestrian circulation once inside the building or mall is fully segregated from vehicular 
traffic.   

Locations include the mall-based centres of Chirnside Park (Major Activity Centre); Kilsyth 
(Neighbourhood Activity Centre) and large format retail / big box developments in street-based activity 
centres: refer to Volume 1 Map 1  for locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 A range of retail and services in one location 

Weather protection 
Poor amenity and safety for pedestrians 
Looks like anywhere else 
Privatisation of public space 
New mall developments internalising and privatising public 
space. 
Developments fronting blank facades to the street and other 
interface areas 
Developments breaking the continuity of built form and 
pedestrian linkages with large areas of grade level car 
parking in the front setback 
Major earthworks / excavations 
 

Preferred Character Statement 
Mall or Big Box Based Activity Centres in the Shire will be integrated into the surrounding urban 
structure through new infill development that addresses traditional streets with footpaths that 
have active frontages.  Future developments will incorporate safe, convenient and direct 
pedestrian, cycle and public transport access, with design detailing that relates well to 
pedestrian scale and contributes positively to the distinctive landscape character of the Shire. 
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Key Characteristics 

♦ A stand alone mall development (large and smaller stores) surrounded by car parking, or a single 
‘big box’ store behind a car park, or a collection of large stores located around the edge of a car 
park.  Typically the car parking is at grade.   

♦ Some are completely internalised (all shops in one building), others have externalised components 
(shops fronting car parking).   

♦ Large footprint buildings but generally low scale (one storey) and therefore heavily horizontal in 
emphasis, with architectural features often confined to the main entrance or one wall.  Design 
detailing is often large in scale to relate to the high speed highway environment.   

♦ Major earthworks often undertaken to create flat sites.   

♦ Functional separation from the surrounding street based urban form with large areas of car parking 
surrounding the built form, and blank facades facing the street.   

♦ Prominent signage on street frontages, very large signage on highway frontages.   

♦ Sites are flat or graded to be near level.   

♦ Little or no provision for safe pedestrian movement outside the buildings.   

♦ It’s often easier to drive than to walk from one part of the centre to another.   

♦ Extensive areas of hard paving, some landscaped areas set around car parking areas with low 
shrubs and lawn, and occasional trees.   

♦ Often separated from adjoining land uses (including the residential hinterland) by parking or 
servicing areas and back fences.   

Design Guidelines 

♦ Re-focus development to address the public domain of new connective streets with traditional 
footpaths, parks etc.  

♦ Redesign centres to address the surrounding streets by bringing development out to the streets. 

♦ Provide safe, direct and convenient pedestrian and cycle access and links to transit stops or 
interchanges.   

♦ Reconnect surrounding residential areas by compacting and building over car parking. 

♦ Design to work within existing topography.   

♦ Provide outdoor dining areas and other external areas to activate edges of the development. 

Avoid 

♦ Extensive areas of grade level car park separating the centre from surrounding uses. 

♦ Off-street car parking located between the building and the street. 

♦ Obscuring views to backdrop vegetation or hills. 

♦ Extensive cut-and-fill.   
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Industrial Areas & Highway Strips 

Applicable to development in the following Zones: B1Z, B2Z, B3Z, B4Z; IN1Z, IN2Z, IN3Z 

Industrial Areas and Highway Strips in the Shire are agglomerations of factory or warehouse or shed-
style buildings often with yards, often spread in linear fashion along the edge of a highway.   

Locations include Burwood Highway and Maroondah Highway, Eastern Business Park, Lilydale bulky 
goods precinct, Kilsyth; Rural/ Service industrial shops along Monbulk Road.  .   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 A range of commercial and industrial services and 

uses in one location 
Convenient vehicle access 

Poor pedestrian environment with large areas devoted to 
vehicular access. 
Visual clutter created by sale yards, signage and service 
yards and car parking in the frontage 
Inefficient use of older industrial land 
Bland tilt-slab structures and large signs 
Development sprawl 
Proliferation of signage and advertising oriented architecture 
Loss of views to the backdrop of hills or vegetation 
Little or no contribution to sense of place or Shire character 

 
   

Preferred Character Statement 
Industrial Areas and Highway Strips in the Shire will integrate with and add to the strengthened 
landscape character of the main roads onto which they front.
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Often comprise large footprint buildings and generally low scale (one storey) and therefore heavily 
horizontal in emphasis, with architectural features often confined to the main entrance or one wall.  
Design detailing is often large in scale to relate to the high speed highway environment.   

♦ Access requirements dictated by requirements of large trucks.   

♦ Large signage on highway frontages.   

♦ Sites are flat or graded to be near level.   

♦ Little or no provision for safe pedestrian movement outside the buildings.   

♦ Extensive areas of yards and parking, generally paved.   

♦ Either parkland-style or campus setting or no landscaping.   

Design Guidelines 

♦ Upgrade and make more consistent with the scenic vegetated landscape character of the Shire’s 
major metropolitan area highways.   

♦ Encourage a scale of development, design detailing and landscape treatments that responds to the 
width of the main road reservation and the speed of passing traffic.   

♦ Site and orientate building frontages so that they provide a strong, consistent edge parallel to the 
highway, but with gaps to allow views through to backdrop hills or trees.   

♦ Minimise the extent of yards, car parks and service areas along the highway frontage.  A key 
strategy is to bring built form to the street and relocate service areas and car parking to the rear of 
properties.  

♦ Incorporate large scale tree planting to establish or compliment the existing planting theme of the 
highway reservation along or close to the frontage.   

♦ Locate signage on the building, so that it complements the architecture; consolidate advertising and 
signage into a single location.   

♦ Minimise the number and width of vehicle entry points.   

♦ Use planting and / or fencing to screen unsightly areas (eg service yards, machinery compounds). 

Avoid 

♦ Extensive areas of grade level car park separating the centre from surrounding uses. 

♦ Off-street car parking located between the building and the street. 

♦ Obscuring views to backdrop vegetation or hills. 
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CT.3  Centres of Green Wedge Settlements 
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Large Rural Township Centres 

Applies to development in the following Zones: B1Z and other Business Zones.   

Large Rural Townships (Green Wedge Area) in the Shire have grid based centres developed from early 
beginnings (many Victorian era), encompassed by more recent lower density residential areas that 
gradually merge into the surrounding landscape.   

Large Rural Townships (Green Wedge Area) in the Shire have grid based centres developed from early 
beginnings (many Victorian era), encompassed by more recent lower density residential areas that 
gradually merge into the surrounding landscape.   

Locations include Yarra Junction, Warburton, Healesville, Monbulk: refer to Volume 1 Map 1  for 
locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Centres are physically integrated with their local 

communities, and readily accessible on foot 
It isn’t usually necessary to drive from one part of 
the centre to another 
Fine grain pedestrian scale of built form 

Poor amenity and safety for pedestrians 
Large scale supermarkets diverting activity away from 
traditional shopping strips 
‘Big box’ developments 
Developments fronting blank facades to the street 
Infill and redevelopment breaking the continuity of built form 
with large areas of grade level car parking in the front setback 
Use of ‘heavy looking’ materials with limited articulation in 
external design next to existing timber / iron buildings 
Ribbon development expanding along main roads on the 
fringes of townships 
 

Preferred Character Statement 
Large Rural Township Centres (Green Wedge Area) in the Shire will remain classic and attractive 
country towns because most scenes include substantial trees and views of the surrounding hills 
or forest.  

In the centre of town these views can be seen behind buildings; in the residential areas they can 
also be seen between buildings.  The centre of town retains the buildings associated with its 
historic development as a country town.  New buildings are designed to draw on the existing 
features which distinguish the particular centre and maintain the distinctive overall form. 
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Grid-based pattern of streets in the centre, often substantially modified to respond to natural features 
including a creek. 

♦ Fine grain of development in the main street. 

♦ Typical country town buildings survive on the main street, often including a Victorian / Edwardian / 
interwar hotel, bank, post office, court house, church, shops, former workshops and houses.  Most 
premises are oriented ‘normal’ to the street frontage, and many premises have front verandahs.   

♦ Many of the original public buildings are important local landmarks because of associations with their 
(sometimes previous) use, their architectural quality and their imposing size.   

♦ There is an unfinished and spacious quality to the town centre, resulting from undeveloped or 
‘underused’ sites, timber (or sheeting) and iron construction of some buildings, gaps between 
buildings and large back yards.   

♦ The extensive presence of large trees adds greatly to the country town atmosphere, but the defining 
characteristic is the ever present views of the hills and trees that surround the town.   

Design Guidelines 

These Design Guidelines supplement and should be read in conjunction with the guidelines for Street 
Based Activity Centres (above).   

♦ Retain buildings associated with the town’s historic development as a country town.   

♦ Limit building heights to maintain a dominant presence of views of the landscape surrounding the 
town.   

♦ In retail areas, zero setbacks from street frontages are preferred. 

♦ Adopt a ‘rural town’ style of building design that uses lighter materials and design detailing, fewer 
hard surfaces and hard edges in landscaping, and disaggregated massing and asymmetry in larger 
buildings.   

♦ Use verandahs to visually link buildings and provide weather protection. 

♦ Fine grain form of development to main street. 

Avoid 

♦ Bland bulky structures. 

♦ Car parking between road frontage and development. 
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Smaller Rural Settlement Centres 

Applies to development in the following Zones: R1Z, TZ.   

Some Smaller Rural Settlement Centres (Green Wedge Area) in the Shire have developed around a 
small collection of shops and perhaps a hotel on a highway (sometimes with an extensive residential 
hinterland), while others are little more than a loose scattering of farms and houses.   

Locations include Wandin North, Seville, Seville East, Launching Place (RLZ*), Wesburn (RLZ*), 
Millgrove (RLZ*), Coldstream, Yellingbo, Silvan, The Patch, Woori Yallock, Yarra Glen: refer to Volume 1 
Map 1 for locations.   
*RLZ means that the area is an area of Rural Living Zone rather Township Zone.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Valued for their scenic rural character including the 

open informal arrangement of buildings, the views to 
the surrounds and a low scale and unfinished feel. 

Often poor amenity for pedestrians with large areas of road 
reserve with no traffic calming measures 
Excessive signage 
Urban and suburban styles of building design and streetscape 
treatments (eg bulky or heavily massed or detailed buildings; 
landscaping that is too formal or small scale) 

 

Preferred Character Statement 
Smaller Rural Settlement Centres (Green Wedge Area) in the Shire will retain their non-urban feel, 
with the landscape setting their most dominant and attractive characteristic.   New buildings will 
draw on existing forms and maintain existing modest profile of the overall built form. 
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Small collection of shops and perhaps other services typically located on a highway ‘pull-off’ or near 
a cross road.   

♦ The highway often maintains its rural character through the settlement, with irregular edge definition, 
lack of footpaths and sometimes extensive planting in road reserve and the presence of unmade 
shoulders and service roads.   

♦ Other buildings that may be strung at intervals along the highway include a CFA shed, a transport 
depot, a school, a church, and agricultural sheds, often interspersed with farms or houses.   

♦ The absence of any feel of urban enclosure, resulting from wide spacing between buildings and the 
presence of undeveloped rural land (eg paddocks, shelter belts, plantations or forest).   

♦ Often an extensive presence of large trees and frequent views to surrounding hills or forests.   

♦ Boundaries are usually expressed with post-and-wire agricultural fencing, which maintains open 
views.   

♦ The residential areas often merge well into the surrounding landscape because of low site coverage.   

♦ Most buildings are simple in design, but some may have historic associations (eg carpenter gothic / 
federation churches or early timber halls or dwellings). 

Design Guidelines 

These Design Guidelines take precedence over the guidelines for Street Based Activity Centres (above).   

♦ Limit building heights and bulk to maintain a dominant presence of views of the landscape 
surrounding the town.   

♦ Adopt a ‘rural settlement’ style of building design that uses lighter materials and simple design 
detailing.   

♦ Screen large developments, or developments with an unavoidably urban character or large amounts 
of hard surface, with large scale informal landscaping.   

♦ Minimise the size and extent of signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ Create a positive relationship between new development and natural features such as creeks or 
reserves.   

Avoid 

♦ Hard surfaces and hard edges in landscaping.   

♦ Formal landscape design, eg geometrically aligned / spaced tree avenues or garden beds (apart 
from avenue street tree plantings).   

♦ Large entry feature structures, particularly in brick, stone or concrete.    
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Dandenong Ranges Hamlet Centres 

Applies to development in the following Zones:  Business (B) Zones.   

The Dandenong Ranges Hamlet Centres (Green Wedge Area) in the Shire are distinct but irregular 
concentrations of shops and other community buildings typically strung along a ridgetop roadway or 
cross road, hemmed in by tall forest surrounds.     

Locations include Kalorama, Olinda, Ferny Creek, Kallista, Mount Dandenong, Sassafras: refer to 
Volume 1 Map 1  for locations.   

 Key Attributes Threats to Character 
 Scenic forested landscape character present in the 

township 
Small scale fine grain of development easily 
walkable 
Dwellings are unobtrusive 
Dominance of tall trees and informal landscaping 

Urban and suburban styles of building design and streetscape 
treatments (eg bulky or heavily massed or detailed buildings; 
landscaping that is too formal or small scale) 
Car parking areas poorly integrated with the adjoining 
buildings and landscape 
Large hard paved areas 
Incremental loss of tall trees 
Urban and suburban streetscape treatments 
More intensive development and the loss of older trees. 
 

Preferred Character Statement 
The Dandenong Ranges Hamlet Centres in the Shire will continue to appear as informal 
collections of buildings, small in scale and somewhat irregularly spaced and aligned, in a forest-
dominated landscape.   

Dandenong Ranges Hamlet Centres will be distinctive for the way they sit comfortably within the 
vegetation and topography of their surrounds, and for the style of development, borrowing from 
traditional chalet and cottage design, scale, materials and colours.  Frequent gaps between 
buildings will provide views of the surrounding hills and trees and opportunities for informal 
landscaping to break up the urban form.  The feel will be of a scattering of buildings in a forest, 
an ‘unfinished’ character rather than continuous wall-to-wall urban development.   
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Key Characteristics 

♦ Essentially strip shopping centres, generally on one side of a main road, but with irregularly spaced 
and aligned buildings and intermittent footpaths.   

♦ Strong presence of trees, both as a backdrop, and in informal groups throughout the centre – it feels 
enclosed and sheltered by tall native forest.   

♦ Curving alignment of roads and hilly topography provide constantly changing prospects and 
emphasise the dominance of the forest.   

♦ Small, simple buildings, mostly single storey, some two storeys, often timber or sheet clad, in a 
variety of styles.   

♦ The classic Dandenong Ranges Hamlets building style is early motor-age bungalow / chalet, with 
wide spanned pitched roof, front gable(s), and timber or sheet cladding.  Other valued styles include 
elements of Black Forest hunting lodge, Swiss chalet and ‘Merrie Englande’ half-timbering.   

♦ A fine grain of subdivision in the core of hamlet, reducing to occasional buildings strung out along 
the road on the fringes of the hamlet.   

♦ Tourist oriented cafes and restaurants (such as The Cuckoo at Olinda or the Verandah View at 
Kalorama) are landmarks.    

♦ The built form of the broader township is single storey freestanding dwellings of set amongst and 
often largely hidden by the vegetation.   

♦ The edges of the township integrate with the surrounding dense native forest with tall trees with 
vegetation extending across private land and with buildings set amongst vegetation.    

♦ Views are relatively enclosed in the townships with the narrow road reserves and dense vegetation.  
Views occur down highways out of the town with tall trees often forming a ‘tunnel’ effect.  In places 
there are prominent views to the surrounding ranges. 

♦ Some sections of road retain attractively rustic gravel footpaths and unsealed shoulders.   

Design Guidelines 

These Design Guidelines take precedence over the guidelines for Street Based Activity Centres (above).   

♦ Retain buildings associated with the town’s historic development as a Dandenong Ranges hamlet.   

♦ Maintain wide spacing between groups of buildings and between larger buildings to allow views to 
forest scenery and large trees to penetrate to the heart of the centre.   

♦ In retail areas, zero setbacks from street frontages are preferred. 

♦ Use materials and finishes that harmonise with the surrounding bushland / hamlet setting (ie non-
reflective materials, muted colours, weatherboard or sheet cladding rather than heavy masonry or 
brick detailing).   

♦ Minimise the size and extent of signage and advertising, particularly internally illuminated signs.   

♦ Limit the extent of large paved surfaces, including yards, car parks, and roads, in both the private 
and public domain.   

♦ Disaggregate the massing of larger buildings and avoid excessive symmetry in plan or elevation of 
larger buildings.   

♦ Encourage a Dandenongs Hamlets style of building design that is responsive to the characteristics 
of the landscape. I.e. early motor-age bungalow / chalet / cottage with timber and natural materials, 
asymmetrical design, wide spanned pitched roof, and front gable(s); or derivative styles such as 
Black Forest, Swiss chalet and ‘Merrie Englande’ half-timbering.   

♦ Screen large developments, or developments with an unavoidably urban character or large amounts 
of hard surface, with large scale forest-style landscaping.   

♦ Adapt building footprints and levels to flow with and emphasise the attractive topography; minimise 
excavation.   

♦ Extend the forest character of the surrounds into adjoining private gardens and public domain 
landscaping.   
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♦ Continue to plant extensively trees that will grow large.   

Avoid 

♦ Front boundary treatments that include urban- or suburban-style fences and landscaping.   

♦ Formal landscape design (eg geometrically aligned / spaced tree avenues or garden beds) and hard 
surfaces and hard edges in landscaping.   

♦ ‘Urbanising’ of street infrastructure where it may not be absolutely essential (eg concrete kerb + 
channel + footpath; roundabouts).   

♦ Car parks between road frontage and development on the site. 
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CT.4  Residential Area Types 
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Urban Residential Areas 

Applies to development in the following Zones: R1Z, R2Z, R3Z, MUZ, TZ.   

The Shire’s Urban Residential Areas are many and varied in their neighbourhood character.  A 
Neighbourhood Character Study completed in 2002 analysed and described them, dividing the areas into 
character precincts organised by location.  Because of this previous work, these areas have been 
excluded from the brief for this project.  The Council intends to update the study to take account of 
developments since 2002, including the introduction of the ResCode suite of tools into the Planning 
Scheme.   

Includes all metropolitan areas zoned Residential 1 Zone except in the hinterland of Activity Centres, as 
defined in the Shire’s Housing Strategy.   

Preferred Character Statement 
Statements of Preferred Character were prepared for each character precinct in the Neighbourhood 
Character Study.   

Within residential areas, it is possible to distinguish four main character types:  

Built Form/Landscape Relationship Character Type 
Built form dominated residential areas ‘Urban’ 
Spacious residential areas in a garden setting  
(formal street pattern, generally modified grid) 

‘Garden Suburban’ 

Spacious residential areas in a garden setting  
(informal, generally curving street pattern with courts/cul-de-sacs) 

‘Garden Court’ 

Landscape dominated residential areas ‘Bush Suburban’ 

Within each of these four main character types, there can be wide variations.  These are important in 
differentiating the character of one neighbourhood from another, and in creating or strengthening sense 
of place.  The character types developed in the early stages of the Neighbourhood Character Study were 
Garden Suburban, Garden Court, New Garden Court, Bush Garden, Yarra Valley Town, Hills Forest, 
Hills Bush and Rural Parkland.  The key characteristics of these types are outlined in the section below.  
These categories were further refined to create location based precincts (eg. Coldstream Precinct 1 and 
2) in the study.   

Design Guidelines 
Design Guidelines for this Character Type appear in the Neighbourhood Character Study.   

Key Characteristics 
Key existing characteristics of these areas are described in the Neighbourhood Character Study.   
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Activity Centre Residential Hinterlands 

Applies to development in the following Zones: R1Z, R2Z, MUZ.   

The Council’s Housing Strategy has delineated Residential 1 Zoned areas in the immediate hinterland of 
most Activity Centres as consolidation areas.  In these areas, the Council intends to encourage 
development of higher density housing as part of a strategy of consolidating activity in and close to 
Activity Centres.   

Includes Residential 1 Zone hinterlands around most Activity Centres, as defined in the Shire’s Housing 
Strategy.   

Preferred Character Statement 
Statements of Preferred Character were prepared for each character precinct in the Neighbourhood 
Character Study.  The Council intends to revise these to accommodate the emphasis on encouragement 
of higher density housing in these areas.   

Design Guidelines 
Design Guidelines for this Character Type appear in Volume lll.   

Key Characteristics 
Key existing characteristics of these areas are described in the Neighbourhood Character Study.  
Significant long term change is anticipated in these areas to be planned for through Structure Plans for 
individual centres.   

 


